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Abstract

In this paper, we investigate the sentiment of an extensive financial corpora of 10-K and 10-Q re-

ports. We develop two neural network formulations to automatically construct a finance-specific

sentiment lexicon based on the financial reports. The first is a classification feed-forward neural

network framework, while the second is regression feed-forward neural network framework.

As sentiment label for a 10-K or 10-Q form, we employ the change in the company’s respective

stock return. In addition, we construct GARCH-based SVM and SVR models, integrated with

our sentiment lexicons, to forecast stock return volatility and to evaluate the performance of the

lexicons. Our lexicons were narrowly outperformed by a manually constructed sentiment lexi-

cons and obtained better results than a recognized automatically constructed sentiment lexicon.

As our lexicons are automatically built, they can be easily maintained in the future.
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1 Introduction

Significant advances in technology have resulted in an unprecedented amount of data being

readily available online. More specifically, there has been a substantial growth in sentiment

information with an explosion of short texts conveying personal opinions from social media

and blogs, and extensive databases of long texts with online news sources publishing articles

and official government websites releasing financial reports and documents. This has led to

increased interest in sentiment analysis with particular attention from the financial research

community, where investor sentiment can have important influences on fluctuations and trends

on the financial market. Existing research in sentiment analysis has resulted in the development

of several methods to perform sentiment mining: lexicon-based approaches, statistic or rule-

based approaches, and unsupervised or supervised machine learning based approaches.

The majority of sentiment mining approaches have as the backbone of the formulation the

sentiment lexicon: Feldman (2013) notes that "the sentiment lexicon is the most crucial re-

source for most sentiment analysis algorithms". Previous works provide evidence in support

of domain-specific sentiment lexicons rather than general lexicons when analysing the senti-

ment of domain-specific corpora. A general sentiment lexicon would regularly assign negative

weight to words such as "risk", "taxes" and "liabilities", when in a financial context these words

do not necessarily carry negative sentiment (Loughran and McDonald, 2011). Loughran and

McDonald compare a general semantic lexicon, the Harvard Psychosociological Dictionary, to

their own finance-specific lexicon and find that three fourths of the negative words from the

Harvard list are not strictly negative in a financial corpora. Therefore, the construction of an

accurate domain-specific lexicon is essential for analysing the sentiment polarity and intensity

of a text, especially when considering a financial corpora.

Traditionally, finance-specific lexicons have been constructed manually (Loughran and Mc-

Donald, 2011). That is, words are assigned a polarity and intensity by linguistic experts. This

leads to a highly accurate sentiment lexicon, however, the manual construction of the lexicon is

time consuming. In addition, as language evolves and the sentiment of words in specific fields

changes, the maintenance of a static, handcrafted lexicon proves challenging.

This has led to automatic lexicon creation becoming a popular area of research in compu-

tational linguistics. This area of research can be subdivided into dictionary-based and corpus-

based automatic lexicon construction. Dictionary-based approaches utilize an existing semantic

lexicon or database, such as WordNet, and a set of seed sentiment words to associate to the rest
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of the text. However, unless the database is domain-specific, similar misclassification issues as

with general semantic lexicons may arise. Corpora-based approaches use statistical measures

- such as the point-wise mutual information (PMI), that measures the associative strength of

words based on frequency and vicinity to other words - to extract the sentiment lexicon from

the corpus. This approach is limited by the fact that it simply takes into account frequency as

a measure for association between words. More recently, machine learning based approaches

have been implemented for sentiment lexicon construction. Support vector machines and espe-

cially neural networks capture latent semantic and sentiment properties by learning vector word

representations by applying both linear and non-linear relations between the sentiment of the

words and polarity of the entire texts. Most of the of neural network based frameworks applied

on financial corpora have been focused on the analysis of short texts; generally, StockTwits with

"bullish" or "bearish" labels are studied.

This increased interest in sentiment analysis with applications in finance arises an important

question: how can sentiment analysis be used in a more practical financial context? Several

studies have found correlations between financial measures and the sentiment of financial re-

ports. For instance, Bonsall et al. (2017) study the relation between the readability of 10-K

reports and stock price volatility, while Loughran and McDonald (2011) have linked the sen-

timent of 10-Ks and 10-Qs, evaluated by considering the number of positive and negatively

weighted words in a document, to changes in stock return volatility after the date of publica-

tion. Despite the fact that these studies provide clear indication of a correlation between stock

return volatility and the sentiment of 10-K and 10-Q reports, research regarding this topic is

limited.

Modelling volatility is of critical importance to almost any participant in the financial mar-

ket: an accurate volatility measure and forecast is essential to pricing assets, risk management

and to making informed investment decisions. Extensive research regarding volatility mod-

elling and forecasting results in long list of GARCH-type, introduced by Bollerslev (1986),

and stochastic volatility models. Although the majority of existing volatility forecasting frame-

works overlook the influence of public sentiment or sentiment of financial reports on volatility,

a particular strand of literature studying this relation between sentiment and volatility is taking

off. The literature, however, predominantly makes use of manually constructed lexicons to ex-

amine public opinion, by analysing sentiment of news articles, or the sentiment of 10-K and

10-Q reports, which are considered fundamental sources of company-specific information, to
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then forecast volatility.

In this thesis, we aim to combine these two areas of research: first, automatically construct-

ing a finance-specific sentiment lexicon using a machine learning based method, and, secondly,

applying a GARCH-based machine learning formulation to model the relation between the sen-

timent of the financial corpora and stock return volatility. The financial corpora that will be

analyzed in this study consists of 10-K and 10-Q reports published between 1998 and 2018,

obtained from the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) website. The database

of financial reports contains 134,000 10-Q reports and 42,000 10-K reports from 1,980 differ-

ent publicly traded companies. In addition, daily stock price data, between 1998 and 2018, is

collected for the 1,980 companies that will be considered in this study.

In this paper, our main contributions to the existing body of literature concerning sentiment

analysis and the automatic construction of lexicons, can be described as follows. First, we

investigate two different automatic approaches for constructing a finance-specific sentiment

lexicon. The first is a classification neural network formulation, following the method proposed

by Vo and Zhang (2016) and extended specifically for longer texts. A feed-forward neural

network is applied to learn sentiment vector word representations based on the 10-K and 10-Q

reports, resulting in the Classification Fin-SentiLex. As a sentiment label for the reports, we

take the stock return of the corresponding company after the date of publication of the report,

i.e., if the stock return after the publication date is positive, the sentiment of the report is labeled

as positive, and vice-versa. The second approach used for learning a domain-specific sentiment

lexicon is a regression neural network formulation. This formulation mimics the first, with

one crucial difference: the sentiment of a financial report is taken as the stock return value of

the corresponding company, instead of labelling the sentiment polarity as positive or negative

without a magnitude. This enables the neural network based formulation to learn the sentiment

lexicon considering both polarity and strength. To the best of our knowledge, our Regression

Fin-SentiLex is the first automatically constructed finance-specific sentiment lexicon exploiting

a numerical variable, such as the change in a company’s stock return, as sentiment labels for the

neural network lexicon learning process.

Secondly, we investigate the relation between the sentiment of 10-K and 10-Q forms and

the corresponding company’s stock return volatility by means of our GARCH-based support

vector machine (SVM) and support vector regression (SVR) models. We employ two differ-

ent machine learning based methods to forecast volatility; one to classify the future change in
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volatility as positive or negative, and the second to forecast the stock return volatility. We for-

mulate a GARCH-based SVM model that incorporates the sentiment of the financial reports as

a feature to classify the change in volatility. Similarly, sentiment is inputted as a feature of a

GARCH-based SVR model to obtain a forecast volatility. Finally, the performance of the two

automatically constructed financial sentiment lexicons in classifying and forecasting volatility

are compared with each other as well as to several benchmarks.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we discuss the related work on

sentiment analysis and volatility modelling. Section 3 we explain our methods for construct-

ing the finance-specific sentiment lexicon and the machine learning based methods to forecast

volatility. In Section 4 we describe the benchmarks we will compare our research to and in Sec-

tion 5 we further explain the data used for the study. Finally, we present our results in Section 7

and provide concluding remarks in Section 8.

2 Related Work

In this section, we first introduce literature related to sentiment lexicon learning. Following,

we investigate previous literature analyzing the relation between the sentiment of financial texts

and financial measures.

2.1 Lexicon Learning

Sentiment lexicon construction consists of developing a dictionary or list of words with respec-

tive sentiment polarity weights. In the domain of finance, two main methods are considered

when constructing domain-specific sentiment lexicons: the manual approach and the automatic

approach. The manual approach is highly labour-intensive and requires the expertise of a lin-

guist well-informed in the specific domain of the study. Loughran and McDonald (2011) con-

struct one of the few hand-crafted lexicons in the financial domain. They discover a great

disparity between the sentiment of terms given by general sentiment lexicons and the sentiment

assigned by their finance-specific lexicon. This static lexicon, however, requires a high level of

maintenance and has been kept up-to-date with yearly additions and corrections to the list due

to new industry-specific terms emerging and the dynamic nature of language. Automatic ap-

proaches for lexicon construction, on the other hand, do not need a linguistic expert, but require

a well-formulated method for learning syntactic or statistical properties to extract sentiment
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from a domain-specific corpus. The class of automatic approaches to build sentiment word lists

can be further subdivided into three categories: the dictionary-based approach, the statistics- or

rule-based approach, and the machine learning based approach.

Dictionary-based approaches generally exploit and augment an existing dictionary, or a

database of words, employing a set of statistical or, more commonly, syntactic rules to build

the semantic lexicon. That is, a small set of seed words is chosen as an initial representation

for each category - i.e., positive and negative sentiment - and syntactic rules are applied to learn

the polarities of other terms. Hatzivassiloglou and McKeown (1997) are amongst the first to

use syntactic rules to determine the polarity of terms. Their method initially defines a set of

seed words and analyzes pairs of adjectives conjoined by linguistic conventions, such as "and"

or "but", to determine the sentiment polarity of terms. This research is limited to determining

the orientation of adjectives only. Esuli and Sebastiani (2005) propose a method employing the

large-scale WordNet1 database. Synsets2 are exploited by Esuli and Sebastiani to learn the sen-

timental orientation of new terms based on a small set of seed words for positive and negative

categories. They extend their own method (Esuli and Sebastiani, 2006b; Esuli and Sebastiani,

2006a) resulting in the semi-supervised sentiment learning resource SentiWordNet 3.0 (Bac-

cianella et al., 2010). While generally syntactic rules are utilized to build the sentiment lexicon

upon the chosen set of seed words, several different rule-based approaches, for extending the

seed set of words, have been studied. Turney and Littman (2003) implement pointwise mutual

information (PMI), a statistical measure of semantic association between words or phrases, in

order to construct a sentiment lexicon: the frequency of co-occurrence between a new term and

terms from the seed set can be used to determine the polarity and strength of the new term. On

the other, Rao and Ravichandran (2009) combine the syntactic relations defined in WordNet

and graph theory to map a document or sets of documents to graphs. They construct a semi-

supervised graph-based sentiment lexicon learning method, where each graph consists of nodes,

each representing a term, and edges between nodes, where the edge defines a relationship be-

tween the terms and the weight associated with the edge represents the strength and sign of the

relationship: positive implies the terms are synonyms or have similar connotations, and nega-

tive implies they are antonyms or opposing connotations. Kamps et al. (2004) bridge these two

contrasting ideas and construct a statistical measure to estimate the shortest distance between

nodes (or terms); this value represents the strength of the relationship between two terms.

1An extensive lexical database where words are linked by semantic relations, such as synonyms or antonyms.
2A set of words linked by lexical relations (i.e., synonyms).
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The statistic-based approaches implement numerical measures or instruments to extract sen-

timent polarities from the domain-specific corpus. The employment of statistical measures for

sentiment lexicon construction can be approached from two different directions: basing the re-

search on the orientation of a small set of seed words and extending the lexicon using statistical

measures (Turney and Littman, 2003), or automatically constructing the sentiment lexicon by

applying the numerical measures to a domain-specific corpus with sentiment labels. Moham-

mad et al. (2013) formulate an automatic supervised learning method that exploits the PMI

measure to learn term polarity for a labeled corpus of tweets, where emoticons in tweets are

adopted as positive or negative sentiment labels. That is, the PMI value is calculated between

a term and the label of the corresponding text and utilized to learn the lexicon. One of the

few finance-specific sentiment lexicons learned exploiting statistic measures is developed by

Oliveira et al. (2014): Information Gain (IG), TF-IDF, Class Percentage (CP) and Weighted

Class Probability (WCP) are amongst the numerical instruments employed in this formula-

tion to extract a finance-specific sentiment lexicon from StockTwits messages with "bullish" or

"bearish" orientation labels.

In recent years, a growing body of literature in the field of sentiment analysis began utiliz-

ing machine learning based methods for the construction of domain-specific sentiment lexicons.

The majority of deep learning methods implement a supervised learning framework applied on

a large corpora of short texts. A common method used for sentiment classification is distant su-

pervision (Davidov et al., 2010; Kouloumpis et al., 2011; Pak and Paroubek, 2010; Tang et al.,

2014b; Vo and Zhang, 2015, 2016), where short texts have corresponding labels representing

sentiment; in this case, tweets and emoticons. Similarly, for a corpora of finance-specific short

texts, such as StockTwits, financial blogs and news headlines, "bullish" or "bearish" labels rep-

resent positive and negative sentiment (Li and Shah, 2017; Zhang et al., 2018). In order to

precisely learn sentiment features from distant-supervised texts using machine learning tech-

niques, an accurate vector-space representation of terms is necessary.

Research in word embedding algorithms has been primarily focused on syntactic-based al-

gorithms (Bengio et al., 2003; Collobert et al., 2011; Mikolov et al., 2013; Pennington et al.,

2014; Socher et al., 2012), however, for the purpose of sentiment analysis, Tang et al. (2014b)

demonstrates that syntactic algorithms are not effective since vector word representations are

task-specifc. Tang et al. (2014b) propose a method for extracting continuous word represen-

tation for sentiment classification from a corpus of labelled tweets. The feed-forward neural
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network learning algorithm based on syntactic properties developed by Collobert et al. (2011)

is extended to include sentiment supervision to learn sentiment-specific word embeddings from

distant-supervised tweets. Further complementary research by Tang et al. (2014a) is carried

out, where sentiment learning is considered as a phrase-level classification. A neural network

based formulation is constructed integrating both syntactic and sentiment properties by means

of a weighted linear combination of an unsupervised syntactic learning model and a supervised

sentiment-specific model. The neural network model is trained and applied to extend an exist-

ing dictionary to construct a sentiment-specific phrase-level lexicon. Astudillo et al. (2015) and

Amir et al. (2017) investigate task-specific word representation by means of a Non-Linear Sub-

space Embedding model (NLSE). The NLSE is defined as a feed-forward neural network, and

is exploited to expand lexicons constructed by unsupervised word embeddings to task-specific

adaptations. Vo and Zhang (2016) construct a simple neural network formulation, with a sin-

gle hidden layer, to automatically learn sentiment lexicon based on distant-supervised tweets

written in several languages. The vector word representation, used in this framework, is a

2-dimensional vector representing positive and negative polarities in a sentiment-specific appli-

cation. In previous work, Vo and Zhang (2015), investigated the combination of two different

word embedding techniques on a large data set of manually labeled tweets. The combination

of the word2vec method, developed by Mikolov et al. (2013), and the Sentiment-Specific Word

Embedding model, formulated by Tang et al. (2014b), is employed to extract a set of more

accurate vector word representations. The word embeddings are then utilized in sentiment clas-

sification, by making use of a feature extraction technique.

The existing literature in machine learning based models for finance-specific lexicon cre-

ation is limited. Zhang et al. (2018) construct an automatic supervised financial text mining

report on short texts from StockTwits. The Context-Aware Deep Embedding Network (CA-

DEN) is an adaptive neural network formulation that creatively combines user embeddings

with syntactic and semantic properties. Li and Shah (2017), extend the sentiment-specific word

embedding procedure to a financial corpora. Similarly to Vo and Zhang (2016) and Esuli and Se-

bastiani (2006a), they utilize a 2-dimensional vector representation for each term for sentiment-

specific embedding. The feed-forward neural network, inspired by Tang et al. (2014b) and

Collobert et al. (2011), is then utilized to construct a finance-specific sentiment lexicon without

any hand-crafted features.

In our study, we take inspiration from Esuli and Sebastiani (2006a), Li and Shah (2017),
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and Vo and Zhang (2016) and employ a 2-dimensional vector representation for each term. The

feed-forward neural network, used to learn the word vector representations, is structured such

that the two attributes of the vector represent the positive and negative values of each term.

While simple, this vector representation allows for easy interpretation and performs remarkably

well for sentiment classification.

2.2 Financial Measures and Sentiment Analysis

Sentiment analysis applied to finance has been a growing research topic due to the interest in

understanding public opinion; that is, quantifying the sentiment of news articles, tweets and

financial reports. Tetlock (2007) uses quantitative measures to translate media opinions of the

stock market, using data from the Wall Street Journal, into quantitative data. He discovers that

negative sentiment especially can negatively pressure the market, while high levels of positive

and negative sentiment influences market trading volumes. Similar sentiment studies result in

clear correlations between sentiment and financial market measures. Loughran and McDonald

(2011) link the frequency of positive and negative terms in a financial 10-K report to stock return

volatility, and Bonsall et al. (2017) associate their measure for the readability of a financial

report to volatility. Zhang and Skiena (2010) use a previously constructed general sentiment

lexicon to analyse the sentiment of blog and news sources, then designing a trading strategy, to

which they feed the sentiment information, that leads to favorable results. Oliveira et al. (2017)

study tweets data and the influence of public opinion on the stock market. They analyse the

sentiment of tweets by means of statistical measures (Oliveira et al., 2014) and find that tweet

sentiment can be useful in the prediction of returns, particularly of the S&P 500 index. The

relation between stock return volatility and the sentiment of financial reports is investigated by

Wang et al. (2013). The sentiment of the reports is extracted by employing the finance-specific

sentiment lexicon manually constructed by Loughran and McDonald (2011), and a support

vector regression (SVR) model is used to model the relation between volatility and sentiment.

To this end, we will similarly investigate the relation between the volatility of stock returns

and the sentiment of financial 10-K and 10-Q reports. However, we construct the sentiment

lexicon ourselves by means of two neural network formulations, a binary classification model

and a continuous model, and evaluate the influence of the sentiment on stock return volatility

by employing a GARCH-based SVM and SVR. The methodology is further explained in the

following section.
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3 Methodology

In this study, we formulate a two-step problem to model the relation between the sentiment of

the corporate reports, 10-K and 10-Q reports, and the company’s future financial risk. First,

an automated approach is applied to construct a finance-specific sentiment lexicon based on

the 10-K and 10-Q reports. We formalize a feed-forward neural network based approach to

obtain a dictionary of words with corresponding positive or negative sentiment scores. The

second step consists of mapping the relation between a document’s sentiment score and the

future fluctuations in stock return volatility.

In this section, we describe the methods used to perform this two-step formulation. In

Section 3.1, we briefly introduce the volatility measure used for the study, Section 3.2 describes

the neural network based approach for automatic sentiment lexicon construction, and lastly, in

Section 3.3, the relation between the sentiment of the corporate reports and the volatility is

modelled.

3.1 Stock Return Volatility

Stock return volatility is a measure indicating the variation of a stock’s return from its mean. In

this study, we follow the definition from Wang et al. (2013) for stock return volatility from time

t−n to t, which is given by

σ[t−n,t] =

√
∑

t
i=t−n(R[i−1,i]− R̄)2

n
, R̄ =

∑
t
i=t−n R[i−1,i]

n+1
, (1)

where the stock’s return R[t−n,t] is defined as holding the stock for n periods of time (Tsay,

2005), as follows

R[t−n,t] =
St−St−n

St−n
, (2)

where St is the stock price at time t. In this study our textual data of 10-K and 10-Q forms is

quarterly data. In parallel, we take n as one quarter, therefore making stock return and stock

return volatility quarterly variables. For the rest of this paper, we denote Rt := R[t−n,t] and

σt := σ[t−n,t] with n as one quarter.
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3.2 Sentiment Lexicon Construction

For sentiment analysis, it is crucial to accurately convert qualitative data into quantitative data.

To address this problem, we attempt to formulate precise supervised automatic approaches to

extract sentiment by assigning polarity values to words based on the financial corpora of 10-K

and 10-Q forms. Corporate reports, however, do not have natural labels, such as emoticons for

tweets and "bullish" or "bearish" labels for StockTwits. Therefore we turn to the stock market

for a proxy of sentiment: we take an increase in the stock’s return Rt over the quarter following

the filing of the report as an indicator of positive sentiment, and a decrease as negative senti-

ment. We develop two different neural network based formulations in order to automatically

construct the finance-specific sentiment lexicon: the first being a classification feed-forward

neural network and the second a regression neural network.

3.2.1 Classification Neural Network

In Figure 1, we illustrate the architecture of our classification neural network: a feed-forward

neural network implemented for learning the sentiment of words or phrases by predicting the

sentiment probability of the financial reports. We follow Li and Shah (2017) and Vo and Zhang

(2016) for the vector representation of words and use a two-dimensional vector to quantitatively

define the sentiment of a word. That is, a term (word or phrase) is defined as wi = (pi,ni),

where pi and ni are the positive and negative polarity values of the term. This simple vector

representation allows for a straightforward identification of the polarity of the term, and to

discern whether the term has a significant sentiment. We assign positive and negative sentiment

labels to each 10-K or 10-Q form based on the change in stock return following the publication

of the respective document. That is, for each document dk of our corpora of financial texts, we

define an indicator variable rk, that takes value 1 if the stock return Rt increases after the filing

date of the report, and 0 if if Rt decreases. The indicator rk is given as

rk =

1 if Rt+1 ≥ Rt

0 if Rt+1 < Rt

,

where Rt is the stock return at the filing date and Rt+1 is the return one quarter after. To adhere

to the structure of our classification neural network, we define document sentiment as a two-

dimensional vector: [1,0] if rk = 1 (positive sentiment), and [0,1] if rk = 0 (negative sentiment).
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Figure 1: Classification-based neural network model.

The first layer in the neural network is the input layer. For every document dk, a sequence

of words w1,w2, ...,wN is extracted. Since texts vary in length, a common method employed to

input an entire text into a neural network is using ngrams, or a sequence of n words or tokens, as

input and slide it across the length of the entire text (Tang et al., 2014b). While this is reasonable

for short texts, in our case, this would be a very expensive task as the size of 10-K and 10-Q

reports can exceed hundreds of pages. Vo and Zhang (2016) sum over all the words in a text,

such that a two-dimensional vector, containing the sum of all positive and all negative scores,

is passed on to the next linear layer. For our neural network implementation, we adapt Vo and

Zhang’s idea of a summation layer for long texts, such as the 10-K and 10-Q forms. Since the

financial reports are consisted of, on average, 30,000 words, a simple summation layer would

result in frequent words having a much greater impact on the document sentiment than rare

words. However, a word’s frequency does not necessarily translate to significance or sentiment

weight. Therefore, we construct a weight ωi,k for each word i in document dk based on the

frequency of the word in document dk, fi,k, the average word frequency in document dk, f̄k, and

the inverse document frequency statistic:

ωi,k =


1+log( fi,k)
1+log( f̄k)

log K
d fi

if fi,k ≥ 1

0 otherwise
, (3)

where K is the total number of documents and d fi is the document frequency of word i, that is,

the number of documents word i appears at least once in.

The input layer of our neural network formulation takes the sum of all words in a specific
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document dk and multiplies it by the corresponding weight ωi,k. The input layer is, therefore,

defined as

h =
N

∑
i=1

ωi,kwi, (4)

for document dk, where wi is the embedding of word i.

The first linear layer is illustrated in Equation (5), where the resulting vector of sums h is

transposed and multiplied by a diagonal weight matrix D:

a = Dhᵀ, D =

D1 0

0 D2

 . (5)

The resulting vector therefore has dimensions 2×1. The expanded layer is given by,

a =
[
D1(∑

N
i=1 ωi,k pi), D2(∑

N
i=1 ωi,kni)

]ᵀ
, (6)

where pi and ni are the positive and negative scores of word i in section s. Following, a hyper-

bolic tangent is incorporated in the neural network framework to capture the non-linear relation:

z = tanh(a) =
e2a−1
e2a +1

. (7)

The second linear layer is applied as shown below,

b =Wz+ c, (8)

where W is fixed as a diagonal matrix and c is an additional bias term. We fix both the W matrix

in Equation (8) and the D matrix in Equation (5) to diagonal in order to keep the positive and

negative word scores separate. Finally, a softmax function is implemented as the final activation

layer to evaluate the sentiment probability ŷ of the document:

ŷ = so f tmax(b). (9)

The softmax function is defined below,

so f tmax(bn) =
ebn

∑
2
j=1 eb j

. (10)
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Therefore, the probability distribution for a two class problem, either positive or negative senti-

ment, is given by,

ŷ =
[

fθ (w), 1− fθ (w)
]ᵀ

. (11)

Expanding using the definition of the softmax function in Equation (10) and the layers described

above, the probability is evaluated as,

fθ (w) =
eb1

eb1 + eb2
=

1
1+ eb2−b1

=
1

1+ eW2(tanh(D2(∑
N
i=1 ωi,kni))+c2−W1(tanh((D1(∑

N
i=1 ωi,k pi))+c1

.

(12)

This parallel structure, for positive and negative scores, is formulated such that the positive

scores positively influence fθ (w) and negatively influence 1− fθ (w), and vice versa for the

negative scores. The probability fθ (w) is the probability that the sentiment of the document is

positive, while 1− fθ (w) is the probability that the sentiment is negative. The cross-entropy

loss function is used as the objective function:

loss =−
K

∑
k=1

yklog(ŷk) =−
K

∑
k=1

lossk, (13)

where yk is the true sentiment of document dk: if the stock return Rt increases after the publi-

cation of document dk, yk = [1,0] (positive class); if Rt decreases, yk = [0,1] (negative class).

Since this is a two-class classification problem, the loss function can be simplified to

lossk =

log( fθ (w)), i f yk = [1,0]ᵀ

log(1− fθ (w)), i f yk = [0,1]ᵀ
. (14)

3.2.2 Regression Neural Network

Figure 2 illustrates the architecture of the regression neural network. We follow a very sim-

ilar structure to the classification neural network defined in Section 3.2.1. The same two-

dimensional vector representation is used for each word wi = (pi,ni). The main distinction is

the output of the neural network. In this case, instead of having a simple classification problem,

we take yk as the percentage increase or decrease in stock returns Rt .
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Figure 2: Regression-based neural network model.

We apply the same weighted summation procedure as described in Equation (4) to sum

over the vector representation of the terms. The first linear layer and the non-linear hyperbolic

tangent layer also mimic those described in Equations (5) and (7), respectively. However, since

the output of the model is a numerical value and not a class, the final layer of the model is

formulated as a linear layer:

ŷ = δ z, (15)

where z is the output of the non-linear layer (Equation (7)) and δ is a 1×2 vector.

Finally, the mean squared error (MSE) loss function is employed as the loss function:

loss =
1
K

K

∑
k=1

(yk− ŷk)
2. (16)

3.3 Modelling Volatility

From Section 3.2 we obtain two different finance-specific sentiment lexicons: the first is con-

structed by means of a classification neural network (Classification Fin-SentiLex) and the sec-

ond by a regression neural network (Regression Fin-SentiLex). Given the sentiment lexicon, the

next step is to model the relation between the sentiment of the financial reports and the volatility

of the respective stock return. In order to model this relation, we use support vector machines,

which is a commonly used machine learning technique in sentiment analysis (Vo and Zhang,

2016; Li and Shah, 2017; Wang et al., 2013). Two different supervised learning techniques are

used: support vector machine (SVM) and support vector regression (SVR), where the SVM is
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used for classification and the SVR for regression. We develop a GARCH adaptation of both

machine learning techniques.

The GARCH model, introduced by Bollerslev (1986), is an autoregressive volatility model.

We implement a simple adaptation of the GARCH(p,q) model as defined below,

Rt = µt + εt , εt |ψt−1 ∼ N(0,σ2
t )

σ
2
t = α0 +

p

∑
i=1

αiσ
2
t−i +

q

∑
j=1

β jε
2
t− j, (α0 > 0;αi,β j ≥ 0),

where Rt are the stock returns at time t, µt is the mean of the Rt over the past year (i.e. the past

four quarters), ψt−1 is the information known at time t−1, σ2
t is the corresponding volatility at

time t, and εt is the shock term.

Both SVMs and SVRs are supervised learning methods that utilize a set of input features

and output values to construct a hyperplane that separates the data. In our case, volatility is

the output value of the SVM and SVR. For the classification SVM, we construct trend volatil-

ity variable vk taking values 1, if the stock return volatility after publication of document dk

increases, and 0 if the volatility decreases (or remains constant). That is,

vk =

 1 if σ2
t+1 ≥ σ2

t

0 if σ2
t+1 < σ2

t

,

where σ2
t is the stock price volatility at the time of filing document dk, and σ2

t+1 is the volatility

one quarter after. For the regression model (SVR) we use σ2
k , the volatility of the stock return

after publication of document dk (i.e. σ2
t+1 corresponding to document dk), as output. In order

to incorporate GARCH-based features in the two machine learning models, we construct the

input features matrix xk such that it includes a past volatility terms σ2
k and the shock terms

ε2
k , consisting of p and q lagged terms respectively, in addition to the sentiment terms Ωk of

document dk, as shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: SVM and SVR models, with the input features and corresponding outputs.

The lexicon feature matrix, Ωk, includes four sentiment-based features: the score of each

document dk, obtained by summing the negatively and positively orientated terms in document;

the ratio of positive to negative terms; the number of negative terms; and a measure for read-

ability of the document, which we take as the length (word count) of the 10-K or 10-Q form.

In addition to forecasting the volatility indicator vk and the actual volatility σ2
k , we mimic

this SVM model to forecast the stock return indicator, rk, used as sentiment label in the lexicon

learning procedure. That is, we employing the same SVM structure, but using the lexicon

feature matrix, Ωk, as only input feature.

3.3.1 Support Vector Machine

Support Vector Machines (SVMs), developed by Boser et al. (1992), are supervised learning

algorithms that use linear or non-linear rules to predict the class of a variable based on the input

data. Specifically, SVMs create a set of hyperplanes in an high-dimensional space to accurately

classify the data points. In this case, we have a binary classification problem: whether the

change in volatility in the quarter after the release of the financial report is positive or negative.

Our training dataset consists of (x,v), where x is the matrix of features (input of the SVM)

and v is the class (output of the SVM). In our case, the input matrix xk consists of GARCH-based

features, σ2
k and ε2

k , and sentiment features Ωk for document dk, and the classes are defined by

vk. A binary SVM with a linear hyperplane and soft margins, applied over a set of documents

{d1,d2, ...,dk, ...,dN}, can be defined as,

vk =

 1 i f wᵀxk +b≥ 1

0 i f wᵀxk +b≤ 1
,
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with primal optimization problem:

minimize
w

1
2

wᵀw+C
N

∑
k=1

ξk

subject to:

 vk(wᵀxk +b)≥ 1−ξk,

ξk ≥ 0,
f or i = 1, ...,n.

where w and b are the parameters to be optimized, and ξk are the slack variables. Using the

Lagrangian, the optimality condition w = ∑
n
k αkvkxk is found. Hence, the above primal opti-

mization problem can be transformed into the dual problem:

maximize
α

n

∑
k

αk−
1
2

N

∑
k

N

∑
j

αkα jvkv jxᵀk x j

subject to: 0≤ αk ≤C, f or i = 1, ...,n.

In order to perform non-linear classification tasks, the inner product xᵀk x j can be replaced with

kernels K(xk,x j) = ϕ(xk)
ᵀϕ(x j) that map the feature space onto a higher-dimensional feature

space.

3.3.2 Support Vector Regression

Support Vector Regression Machines (SVRs) are an extension of SVMs introduced by Drucker

et al. (1996). SVMs maximize the distance between the separating hyperplanes and the decision

boundaries of the classes. The regression extension uses the same methods as SVM to fit a linear

or non-linear function to a set of data with at most a deviation of ε from the target output v. In

our case, we attempt to fit a non-linear function f (xk,w) mapping the relation between the stock

return volatility σ2
k to a set of features xk,

vk = f (xk,w)+b,
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with the following optimization problem,

minimize
w

1
2

wᵀw+C
N

∑
k=1

(ξk−ξ
∗
k )

subject to:


vk− (wᵀϕ(xk))−b≤ ε +ξk,

(wᵀϕ(xk))+b− vk ≤ ε +ξ ∗k ,

ξk,ξ
∗
k ≥ 0,

f or i = 1, ...,n.

The constraints of the primal problem displayed above allow for the error region ε , meaning

that the errors within the ε-region do not contribute to the cost: the prediction is, therefore, less

sensitive to small errors. The dual optimization problem is given by,

maximize
α

− 1
2

N

∑
k

N

∑
j
(αk−α

∗
k )(α j−α

∗
j )(ϕ(xk)

ᵀ
ϕ(x j))− ε

N

∑
k
(αk +α

∗
k )+

N

∑
k

vk(αk +α
∗
k )

subject to:

 ∑
N
k (αk−α∗k ) = 0

0≤ αk,α
∗
k ≤C,

f or i = 1, ...,n,

where ϕ(xk)
ᵀϕ(x j) is the kernel function used to map the feature space into a higher dimension.

4 Benchmarks

To evaluate the accuracy of the sentiment lexicons constructed by means of our Classification

Neural Network and Regression Neural Network, we compare the performance of the volatil-

ity forecasts relative to benchmark sentiment lexicons. In this section, we describe the two

benchmark sentiment lexicons used in our study to evaluate the performance of our lexicons.

4.1 Loughran and McDonald

The first benchmark lexicon considered in our study is Loughran and McDonald’s manually

constructed sentiment lexicon. The word list was developed by studying over 50,000 10-K doc-

uments filed between 1994 and 2008 and analysing all words with a minimum frequency of 5%

in the financial documents. The complete word list consists of seven sentiment-specific word

lists: financial-positive, financial-negative, financial-uncertainty, financial-litigious, strong modal

words and weak modal words. However, in order to remain aligned with the structure of our

sentiment lexicons and accurately evaluate the performance of the forecasts, we only considered
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the financial-positive (Fin-Pos) and financial-negative (Fin-Neg) word lists. The two word lists

consist of 353 and 2,337 words, respectively.

4.2 Vo and Zhang

The second benchmark lexicon, is a sentiment lexicon constructed by means of a machine

learning based approach. Vo and Zhang (2016) employ a simple but efficient neural network

method to automatically learn a sentiment lexicon. We take inspiration from this paper, for our

classification neural network, with the simple summation procedure and the use of a softmax

output function.

Vo and Zhang’s neural network model implements a 2-dimensional vector representation for

each word, such that each word is represented as wi = [pi,ni], where pi represents the positive

value and ni the negative value of the word i. The feed-forward neural network has a simple

structure. The input layer of the neural network takes the sum of the vector representation of

each word in a document,

h =
N

∑
i=1

wi.

The sentiment probabilities are evaluated using a softmax function as follows,

ŷ = So f tmax(hW ),

where W is a diagonal coefficient matrix. The sentiment lexicon is automatically learnt by ap-

plying backpropagation over a cross-entropy loss function to optimize the positive and negative

values (p,n) for each word.

5 Data

In this section, the textual and numeric dataset used to learn and test our automatically con-

structed sentiment lexicons, are introduced. Additionally, the parsing procedure for the financial

reports is explained.
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5.1 Text Dataset

For our analysis, we use an extensive dataset of 10-K and 10-Q financial reports retrieved from

the SEC database through the EDGAR3 file search and access system. 10-K and 10-Q re-

ports are yearly and quarterly documents, respectively, containing company-specific informa-

tion, such as, a company’s financial statement and a discussion of the main risks a company

faces. Generally, the yearly 10-K form is more comprehensive than the 10-Q form, however

both contain crucial and timely information regarding the company’s performance. Any pub-

licly traded company is legally required by the Securities and Exchange Commissions (SEC)

to submit the financial reports within a specified time-frame. Laws and regulations, set by the

SEC, require companies to disclose all information regarding the financial performance of the

company; that is, any false or misleading statements, as well as omitted information, are strictly

prohibited by the SEC. Therefore, a company’s 10-K and 10-Q reports provide a detailed and

accurate overview of a company’s business and the risks it may face, allowing investors to fully

understand the financial proceedings of a company.

A financial 10-K or 10-Q report is structured into four parts and fifteen items, as displayed

in Figure 4. Analysts and investors are generally interested in part 2. Specifically, tables and

figures in Item 6, Consolidated Financial Data, and Item 8, Financial Statements, are analyzed

to grasp an understanding of a company’s financial state. In our study, we focus on the textual

aspect of the financial reports instead of the financial figures. According to the SEC 10-K

form guidelines4, the items that contain significant textual information are Item 1A, Item 7 and

Item 7A. Item 1A, Risk Factors: includes a discussion of the relevant risk factors threatening a

company. Item 7, Management’s Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of

Operations: contains a discussion of a company’s financial performance, financial transactions,

accounting changes or adjustments and analysis of financial risks the company faces. Item 7A,

Quantitative and Qualitative Disclosures about Market Risk: provides information regarding a

company’s exposure to market risk.

3https://www.sec.gov/edgar/search-and-access
4https://www.sec.gov/fast-answers/answersreada10khtm.html
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Figure 4: Structure of a 10-K form.

We construct our dataset of 10-K and 10-Q forms by matching a company’s Central In-

dex Key (CIK) with the financial reports in the EDGAR system and extracting the forms. The

unfiltered dataset consists of 867,742 financial reports, of which 249,470 are 10-K forms and

618,272 are 10-Qs. This dataset is composed of financial report from 38,808 different compa-

nies between 1994 and 2018.

The raw text dataset is subsequently filtered according to several requirements we impose

in order to carry out our analysis. First, we require that the difference between the ‘Filed as

of Date’ and ‘Conformed Period of Report’ of all 10-K or 10-Q reports is not greater than 6

months. The ‘Conformed Period of Report’ date is the end date of the span time covered by

the financial report, while the ‘Filed as of Date’ date is the official filing acceptance date of the

SEC. If a form’s filing date is significantly distant from the report period, it is likely that the

information in the report has been leaked or been included in other financial reports from the

company. Therefore, the change in price, following the release of the 10-K or 10-Q form, may

not be directly linked to the sentiment of the financial report. Since our research is centered

around the effect of the sentiment of the 10-K and 10-Q forms on the change in stock prices

and, consecutively, the stock return volatilities, we remove any financial report who’s filing date

is more than 6 months distant from the period of the report.

Secondly, we filter out any financial form with a word count smaller than 2000 words. We

require that the form is long enough to convey tone and sentiment in the significant sections,

such as items 7 and 7A. In some cases, sections are referred to rather than included in the
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form. That is, the form may refer to a previous financial report or an annual shareholders report.

Therefore, in addition to a minimum document word count, we set a 200 word minimum for

Item 1A, Item 7 and Item 7A.

Lastly, we require that every financial report has the signal variable available. That is, for

every 10-K or 10-Q form, the corresponding company must be publicly listed on either the

NASDAQ or the NYSE, with an available stock price immediately before the filing date of the

financial report and exactly one quarter after the filing date. Both dates are necessary in order

to calculate the change in price, as well as the change in volatility, following the release of the

10-K or 10-Q form.

The final, filtered dataset of financial reports consists of 276,880 10-K and 10-Q forms from

13,696 different companies between 2000 and 2018. In Table 1, we display some descriptives

of the filtered text dataset.

Train Dataset Test Dataset

Positive Negative Positive Negative

No. of 10-Ks 37,412 34,479 9,484 9,945
No. of 10-Qs 71,459 74,821 20,675 19,780
Avg. Word Count 44,233 41,082 50,864 54,559

Table 1: Descriptive statistics of the text dataset.

The train and test dataset is divided into a 70 : 30 split, with 10% of the training dataset

(approximately one year) is used for validation of model hyperparameters. The training dataset

is made up of the first 14 years (2000-2013) of 10-K and 10-Q forms, amounting to 218,171

documents, of which 71,891 are 10-Ks and 146,280 10-Qs. The test dataset consists of the

remaining 5 years (2014-2018), totalling to 69,884 documents, of which 19,429 are 10-Ks and

50,455 are 10-Qs. The split of positively and negatively labelled documents, in both the train

and test dataset, is relatively even. Similarly, there is no clear difference in the word count of

positive and negative documents, but there is an increase between the train and test dataset.

5.2 Numerical Data

Together with the database of 10-K and 10-Q forms, we extract from the CRSP and Compustat

databases the stock price before and after the filing date of the respective form. The stock return

is then calculated by calculating the percentage increase or decrease in stock price over the

quarter of the form filing date. The stock return is used as label for document sentiment for the
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10-K and 10-Q forms. Finally, the return volatility is estimated using Equation (1) .

We provide the descriptive statistics of the full dataset in Table 2. The dataset of stock

returns has a mean of 0.07 with a comparatively high standard deviation at 0.79, with the quar-

terly return volatility estimates having a mean of 0.11 and a similarly high standard deviation

of 0.82. The low mean and high standard deviation of the two variables imply that our dataset

of stock returns and return volatility have a high coefficient of variation. The quantiles show

that the stock returns are equally subdivided into positive and negative returns since the 50%

stock return quantile is 0.00. The average word count for our dataset of 10-K and 10-Q forms

is 30,600 words. Only 5% of documents have a document length smaller than 5,000 words.

This supports that the financial forms are complex and lengthy reading material, and that an

automatic method for measuring 10-K and 10-Q form sentiment is required.

General Descriptives Quantiles

Mean Std. Dev Max. Min. 0.05 0.25 0.5 0.75 0.95

Stock Return 0.07 0.79 3.01 -1.00 -0.65 -0.19 0.00 0.13 0.89
Stock Return Volatility 0.11 0.82 5.46 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.03 0.08 0.28
Document Length 30600 37293 424036 2220 5673 11735 20286 38312 85269

Table 2: Descriptive statistics of the quarterly numerical data.

5.3 Parsing Text Dataset

The 10-K and 10-Q forms, retrieved from the SEC website through the EDGAR system, are

downloaded as plain text files. The plain text files, in addition to containing the full text of

the financial report, are outlined by a header and a tail. The header and tail of the forms in-

clude company information (found between <SEC-HEADER> and </SEC-HEADER>), meta-

data about the file (found between <FileStats> and </FileStats>) and tables and figures in the

tail of the text. First, we scrape the needed company specific information from the header, such

as the Central Index Key (CIK), ’Filed as of Date’, ’Conformed Period of Report’ and file type

(10-K or 10-Q). The sections delimited by these tags, the table of contents and numerical tables

in the appendix or text are removed as they are not meaningful in measuring sentiment.

The remaining text is the 10-K or 10-Q report. We extract each word from the plain text

file and clean it by removing punctuation and capitalization. As shown in Figure 4, the form

is structured in 15 separate items. However, the exact way each company separates it’s 15

items is not necessarily consistent. Therefore, we construct a search algorithm that uses regular
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expression (regex) to find matches to the items, such that punctuation, spaces, or non-alphabetic

characters do not influence the match. The remaining text is then partitioned into separate items.

We explain, in the following section how we perform our analysis on these itemized text.

6 Estimation

This section illustrates the steps we take to estimate our sentiment lexicons and the SVM and

SVR procedures to forecast volatilities. First, we explain how we decide upon the set of words

that are optimized through our two neural networks: the classification neural network and the

regression neural network. The estimation procedure of the two feed-forward neural networks

is then given, followed by the SVM and SVR model optimization and forecasting.

6.1 Defining the Lexicon

We begin by considering any word that occurs in at least one 10-K or 10-Q form; that is, all

words in our dataset of financial reports. We first filter out words that arise in a negligible

number of documents in our dataset. For words that appear sporadically in reports, regard-

less whether they influence the tone or sentiment of the text, the sentiment weight is likely to

not converge to an optimal value due to the lack of observations. As done by Loughran and

McDonald (2011), we take 5% as the cutoff value, which in our case amounts to 13,844 words.

Of the remaining set of words (lexicon), not all will significantly influence the sentiment

of the 10-K or 10-Q form. In any language, there is a small set of commonly used words that

take up a considerable percentage of the total word count. These frequently used words rarely

carry any tonal weight; this list of words is referred to as stopwords. In theory, because of the

high frequency of stopwords in both positive and negative documents equally, our model would

be able to assign a neutral weight to stopwords. However, to facilitate the optimization of the

neural networks and allow the focus to land on the important tonal words, we remove stopwords

from our lexicon.

Generally, a predefined word list is used to filter out stopwords. Loughran and McDonald

construct several context specific stopword lists: a general stopword list, one specific to curren-

cies, another focused on geographical words, etc. Very little research has been carried out on

the automatic filtering of stopwords. To this end, we adapt a common statistical word weighting

measure, term frequency-inverse document frequency (tf-idf), to filter out stopwords.
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Tf-idf is a statistical measure, defined as

t f -id f (t,d,D) = t f (t,d) · id f (t,D),

where t f (t,d) is a function of term frequency for term t in document d and id f (t,D) is a

function for inverse document frequency with D being the entire corpus of documents. In most

cases, term frequency is simply fixed as t f (t,d) = ft,d , or the frequency of term t in document d.

Inverse document frequency is commonly taken as the log-scaled inverse fraction id f (t,D)= N
nt

,

where N is the total number of documents |D| and nt is the number of documents term t appears

in (Manning et al., 2008). Therefore, tf-idf statistic is high when nt is low and ft,d is high and it

is lowest when nt is close to N.

Since stopwords appear in virtually all documents, the inverse document frequency statistic

can be utilized to identify the words that are most frequently used. Therefore, we calculate the

idf statistic for all words in our lexicon and remove the lowest 5% quantile.

6.2 Neural Network

Our dataset of 10-K or 10-Q forms consists of 276,880 documents, amounting to over 40GB

of plain text files. Instead of using packages such as TensorFlow or Theano5, we code our own

neural network to accommodate for our extensive and unique dataset. Our implementation can

be found on GitHub6.

We code both our classification and regression feed-forward neural networks in Python with-

out the use of deep learning packages. The general structure of the two neural networks is

illustrated in Algorithm 1 below. The structure is identical for the two neural networks, with

the main difference being in the forward propagation and back propagation algorithms. First,

the sentiment lexicon values are initialized simultaneously with the coefficients and the hy-

perparameters. The sentiment positive and negative values are given random values between

[−0.25,0.25]. All the coefficients are initialized as 1, with the exception of the D coefficient,

from Equation 5, (appearing in both neural networks) is initialized as D =

0.1 0

0 0.1

. This is

done to facilitate the optimization process of the neural network: the hyperbolic tangent layer

follows the linear layer (Equation 5), and any value greater than 1 (or less than −1) inputted in
5TensorFlow and Theano are two Python software libraries developed for deep learning, optimization and

mathematical operations, specifically for matrices.
6https://github.com/tgarutti/Fin-SentiLex
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the tanh function is essentially going to output 1 (or −1), therefore hindering the backpropaga-

tion process. We train our neural network models over 5 epochs employing a batch size of 40

documents per batch.

Algorithm 1: Neural Network
Initiate: dict← initiate sentiment lexicon values between [−0.25,0.25]

θ ← set initial values for coefficients
n_epochs, batch_size← set hyperparameters

Input: The training dataset of financial documents D = {d1, . . . ,dk}
The true signal values of each document Y = {y1, . . . ,yk}

Output: The optimized sentiment lexicon dict
1 for epoch do
2 Randomize the order of the training dataset {D, Y} and increment
3 for batch = {d, y} in dataset {D, Y} do
4 Define batch specific variables:

batch_dict← subset of dict, with only words that appear in batch
batch_mat← (weighted) position matrix

// Perform forward and back propagation
5 ŷ, loss← ForwardPropagation(batch, batch_dict, batch_mat, θ )
6 grad_dict, grad_θ ← BackPropagation(ŷ, batch, batch_dict, batch_mat, θ )
7 step_dict, step_θ ← calculate step using ADAM optimization algorithm

// Update parameters
8 new_batch_dict← batch_dict− step_dict
9 new_θ ← θ − step_θ

10 Use new_batch_dict to update sentiment lexicon dict

Every epoch, the dataset order is randomized in order to prevent the repetition of identical

batches. For every batch, the specific batch dictionary is extracted and a weighted position

matrix for each word, with respect to each document in the batch, is constructed. That is, instead

of simply constructing a position matrix where for each word the frequency of occurrence per

document is recorded, we utilize the more complex weight based on word frequency, average

word count and inverse document frequency as defined in Equation (3).

The forward propagation algorithms for the classification and regression neural networks

are detailed in Algorithm 2 and 3 respectively. The two forward propagation algorithms are

analogous, following the feed-forward structures described in Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2. The

estimate ŷ, output of the forward propagation algorithms, is utilized for the calculation of the

loss functions and to obtain the gradients of the batch dictionary and of the coefficients in the

back propagation algorithms.
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Algorithm 2: ForwardPropagation (Classification Neural Network)
Input: Batch of dataset batch = {d, y}

Subset of sentiment lexicon, batch_dict
Weighted position matrix, batch_mat
Coefficients, θ

Output: ŷ← estimate of signal y
loss← cross entropy loss value

1 for doc in batch do
2 Retrieve weights ω of every word in doc
3 Estimate ŷ by following the layers of the neural network:

Summation of sentiment weights (using position matrix batch_mat)
h = ∑

S
s=1 βs ∑i ωi

...
ŷ =

[
fθ (ω), 1− fθ (ω)

]ᵀ // Eq.11

4 loss =−∑
K
k=1 yklog(ŷk) for all K documents in batch

Algorithm 3: ForwardPropagation (Regression Neural Network)
Input: Batch of dataset batch = {d, y}

Subset of sentiment lexicon, batch_dict
Weighted position matrix, batch_mat
Coefficients, θ

Output: ŷ← estimate of signal y
loss← cross entropy loss value

1 for doc in batch do
2 Retrieve weights ω of every word in doc
3 Estimate ŷ:

Summation of sentiment weights (using position matrix batch_mat)
h = ∑

S
s=1 βs ∑i ωi

...
ŷ = δ z // Eq.15

4 loss = 1
K ∑

K
k=1(yk− ŷk)

2 for all K documents in batch

Back propagation is performed by calculating the partial derivative of the neural netowrk’s

loss function with respect to every parameter that needs to be optimized. The two back propa-

gation algorithms are illustrated in Algorithm 4 and 5.

The gradients obtained from the back propagation are utilized to calculate the learning rate

of stochastic gradient descent optimization algorithm. We employ the Adaptive Moment Es-

timation (ADAM) developed by Kingma and Ba (2015). The ADAM optimization algorithm

estimates adaptive learning rates for each parameter optimized in the neural network. ADAM

implements lags of the parameter gradients: both the decaying mean of lagged gradients and
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Algorithm 4: BackPropagation (Classification Neural Network)
Input: Estimate of signal y, ŷ

Batch of dataset batch = {d, y}
Subset of sentiment lexicon, batch_dict
Weighted position matrix, batch_mat
Coefficients, θ

Output: grad_dict← vector of gradients for each individual word in the batch_dict
grad_θ ← vector of gradients for each coefficient in neural network model

1 Calculate gradient of loss function with respect to each word ωi in batch_dict
∂ loss
∂ωi

=−∑
K
k=1 yk

∂ log(ŷk)
∂ωi

=−∑
K
k=1 yk

∂ log(ŷk)
∂ ŷk

∂ ŷk
∂ωi

2 Calculate gradient of loss function with respect to each coefficient j in θ

∂ loss
∂θ ( j) =−∑

K
k=1 yk

∂ log(ŷk)

∂θ ( j) =−∑
K
k=1 yk

∂ log(ŷk)
∂ ŷk

∂ ŷk
∂θ ( j)

Algorithm 5: BackPropagation (Regression Neural Network)
Input: Estimate of signal y, ŷ

Batch of dataset batch = {d, y}
Subset of sentiment lexicon, batch_dict
Weighted position matrix, batch_mat
Coefficients, θ

Output: grad_dict← vector of gradients for each individual word in the batch_dict
grad_θ ← vector of gradients for each coefficient in neural network model

1 Calculate gradient of loss function with respect to each word ωi in batch_dict
∂ loss
∂ωi

= 1
K ∑

K
k=1

∂ (yk−ŷk)
2

∂ωi
= 1

K ∑
K
k=1

(
y2

k−2yk
∂ ŷk
∂ωi

+
∂ ŷ2

k
∂ωi

)
= 1

K ∑
K
k=1

(
y2

k−2yk
∂ ŷk
∂ωi

+2ŷk
∂ ŷk
∂ωi

)
2 Calculate gradient of loss function with respect to each coefficient θ ( j) in θ

∂ loss
∂θ ( j) =

1
K ∑

K
k=1

∂ (yk−ŷk)
2

∂θ ( j) = 1
K ∑

K
k=1

(
y2

k−2yk
∂ ŷk

∂θ ( j) +
∂ ŷ2

k
∂θ ( j)

)
= 1

K ∑
K
k=1

(
y2

k−2yk
∂ ŷk

∂θ ( j) +2ŷk
∂ ŷk

∂θ ( j)

)

the decaying average of past square gradients, which can be seen as a proxies for the mean and

variance respectively. The ADAM method follows,

mt = β1mt−1 +(1−β1)gt

vt = β2vt−1 +(1−β2)g2
t ,

to evaluate the exponentially decaying averages. Since the mt and vt moment estimates are

initialized as vectors of zero’s, the estimates are corrected for the zero bias:

m̂t =
mt

1−β1

v̂t =
vt

1−β2
.
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The learning rate is then calculated and the parameters updated by means of the ADAM update

procedure:

θt+1 = θt−
µ√

v̂t + ε
m̂t .

As suggested by Kingman and Ba, we set the parameters of the ADAM optimization algorithm

as β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.999 and ε = 1×10−8.

We train our neural network based sentiment lexicons over 5 epochs following this estima-

tion procedure. All resulting words in the two lexicons have a positive and negative value; the

score of each word can be evaluated as the difference between the two values. We filter our

lexicons further by removing the neutral terms, or the terms with a score closest to zero. We do

this by removing, from each lexicon, the 20% percentile of words with absolute score closest to

zero.

6.3 Support Vector Machines

We estimate our Support Vector Machines (SVMs) and Support Vector Regression Machines

(SVRs) utilizing the scikit-learn machine learning library for python. In this paper, we evalu-

ate the comparative performance of our automatically constructed sentiment lexicons and the

benchmarks by integrating the lexicons in SVM and SVR based models. The classification

SVM models are employed to forecast two categorical variables: an indicator for change in

stock return (1 if positive and 0 if negative) and the trend volatility variable vk (1 if positive and

0 if negative), explained in Section 3.3.1. The SVR models are utilized to forecast the actual

stock return volatility value.

We use 10% of our training dataset as a validation dataset to optimize the hyperparameters

of the SVM and SVR models for each variable by performing a grid search over several hy-

perparamters. In the grid search, we focus on the kernel, as it is the function used to transform

the feature space and is critical to the model’s performance, and gamma, which determines how

influential each training data sample is with regard to the optimization of the model. The grid

search iterates over four kernels, linear, 3rd degree polynomial, RBF and sigmoid, as well as

six different gamma variables, 1× 10−2, 1× 10−3, 1× 10−4, 1× 10−5, auto = 1
Size(xk)

, and

scale = 1
Size(xk)+V (xk)

, where xk is the input features matrix of the SVM or SVR model, Size(xk)

is the number of features and V (xk) is the mean of the variances of each feature in xk. We

employ accuracy - i.e, the percentage of correct classifications - to evaluate the SVM models,
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and root mean square forecast error for the SVR models.

The results of the grid searches are displayed in the figures below. Figure 5 shows the accu-

racy results of the grid search performed on the change in stock return indicator variable with

SVMs integrated with our classification and regression lexicons respectively. It is evident that

the sigmoid kernel outperforms the rest of the kernels, specifically for auto and scale gamma

values.
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Figure 5: Grid search accuracy results for hyperparameters kernel and gamma in lexicon integrated SVMs, consid-
ering the change in stock return indicator variable. Accurcay is displayed as the shade of each dot (darker implying
higher accuracy).

In parallel with the above results, the results for the grid search performed on the stock

return volatility change trend variable show higher accuracy for the sigmoid kernel and for auto

and scale gamma values. The RBF kernel, however, seems to perform similarly, in terms of

accuracy, for the classification lexicon integrated SVM.
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Figure 6: Grid search accuracy results for hyperparameters kernel and gamma in lexicon integrated SVMs, con-
sidering the stock return volatility trend variable. Accurcay is displayed as the shade of each dot (darker implying
higher accuracy).

Since the SVR models forecast numerical values, the accuracy is measured by RMSE. The

lowest RMSE is given by the RBF kernel with the auto and scale gamma values. The 3rd

degree polynomial and sigmoid kernels seem to have just lower RMSE values for the auto

gamma value.
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Figure 7: Grid search RMSE results for hyperparameters kernel and gamma in lexicon integrated SVRs, consid-
ering the stock return volatility. The RMSE measure is displayed as the shade of each dot (darker implying lower
RMSE).

Therefore, following the results of the grid search, we estimate our SVM models employing

the sigmoid kernel and scale gamma value, while the RBF kernel and scale gamma value are

used for SVR models.
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7 Results

In this section we present the results of our analysis. First, we display some information on

the two sentiment lexicons resulting from the neural network optimization. We then forecast

change in volatility and volatility, employing the SVM and SVR models in conjunction with

the sentiment lexicons. Statistical measures are implemented to evaluate the performance of

our models in comparison to the benchmarks.

7.1 Sentiment Lexicons

The classification and regression based feed-forward neural networks, described in Section 3.2.1

and Section 3.2.2 respectively, extract sentiment regarding the financial status of a company

from their 10-K and 10-Q forms. Each sentiment carrying word is represented in our neural

network by a two-dimensional vector. This two-dimensional word representation consists of a

positive and a negative sentiment score, wi = (ni, pi). The sentiment score or weight of a word

is calculated as the difference between the positive score pi and negative score ni. We provide

some statistics on the structure of the sentiment lexicons in Table 3.

Positive Words Negative Words Total

Loughran & McDonald 354 2353 2707
Vo & Zhang 6205 6281 12486
Classification Fin-SentiLex 954 998 1952
Regression Fin-SentiLex 1571 381 1952

Table 3: Statistics regarding the number of positive, negative words in the respective sentiment lexicons.

Our two neural networks, Classification and Regression Fin-SentiLex, consist of the fewest

number of sentiment words, while the neural network based lexicon, developed by Vo and

Zhang (explained in Section 4.2), is made up of over 12,000 sentiment words. Both the Vo and

Zhang Benchmark and our Classification sentiment lexicon have an even number of positively

and negatively weighted words. For the Regression lexicon, however, only 20% of all sentiment

words are negatively scored, with the remaining 80% being positive. Oppositely, the Loughran

dictionary has a large number of negative sentiment words.

To provide further insight into the composition of our two sentiment lexicons, we show the

wordlists of the highest scored positive words and lowest scored negative words for the Clas-

sification Fin-SentiLex, in Table 4, and the Regression Fin-SentiLex in Table 5. It is apparent
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from the wordlists that the two neural network formulations are able to reasonably classify sen-

timent. This is emphasized by positively weighted words, such as ‘profitably’, ‘growing’, ‘con-

firmation’ and ‘reinvest’, and negative words, such as ‘penalty’, ‘interference’, ‘minimum’ and

‘instability’. Furthermore, there are several financial terms appearing in the wordlists: ‘deben-

ture’, ’equity’ and, most notably, ‘taxable’ and ‘taxation’, that appear in the positive wordlist

and negative wordlist of Table 4, respectively.

Positive No. of Documents Negative No. of Documents

Clarification 16,332 Handled 15,627
Taxed 20,676 Debenture 16,047
Apart 21,022 Flood 17,613
Profitably 22,945 Ascertain 18,505
Willingness 24,100 Wrongful 18,577
Composite 25,513 Unfair 25,275
Oil 45,280 Unconditionally 29,325
Vigorously 55,376 Slowdown 33,759
Reimburse 61,477 Climate 35,300
Subjective 73,091 Instability 36,502
Accurately 81,897 Minor 37,961
Expanded 87,337 Taxation 48,210
Enable 104,600 Uncollectible 53,661
Award 118,563 Appear 57,861
Taxable 121,339 Accrual 88,152
Consistent 148,236 Repay 91,576
Support 165,767 Damages 121,478
Complete 165,810 Least 158,933
Corporate 177,856 Minimum 159,751
Equity 203,040 Necessary 206,695

Table 4: Wordlist of top negative and positive sentiment words in the Classification Fin-SentiLex. Next to each
word, the respective number of documents, that the word appears in at least once, is given.

An apparent difference between the positive wordlists and the negative wordlists in both

Table 4 and Table 5 is the number of documents a word appears in. There seems to be a disparity

between the positive and negative wordlists, with positively scored words generally occurring

in a higher number of documents than negative words. In our feed-forward neural networks,

we utilize a weighting scheme based on inverse document frequency. Since the negative words

in the two tables generally have a lower number of documents, it is likely that they receive a

higher weight in our weighting scheme. Furthermore, the wordlists of the Classification and

Regression sentiment lexicons are very different, with no words in common between the two

tables. In the next section, we evaluate the forecasting performance of the SVM and SVR
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models based on the sentiment lexicons.

Positive No. of Documents Negative No. of Documents

Reinvest 19,774 Debenture 16,047
Induce 25,658 Sue 16,500
Optional 28,534 Disclose 16,500
Confirmation 29,824 Subordination 18,711
Leadership 32,273 Verification 19,949
Enough 38,841 Denial 20,628
Suitable 59,175 Resign 22,252
Forecast 63,394 Interference 24,317
Growing 71,952 Compromise 24,761
Recover 84,980 Viability 26,364
Individually 90,121 Feasibility 31,285
Supporting 97,226 Irrevocably 31,481
Achieve 127,609 Delinquent 33,568
Comprised 132,670 Unrestricted 34,208
Favorable 136,149 Irrevocable 42,757
Adequate 162,185 Priority 61,498
Significantly 176,102 Penalty 63,025
Fixed 178,472 Removed 74,741
Economic 186,493 Notwithstanding 78,825
Consolidated 204,652 Payroll 79,725

Table 5: Wordlist of top negative and positive sentiment words in the Regression Fin-SentiLex. Next to each word,
the respective number of documents, that the word appears in at least once, is given.

7.2 Forecasting Results

In this section, we assess the lexicons by means of lexicon integrated deep learning methods,

and forecasting evaluation measures based on forecasts of three different variables. We forecast

two categorical variables employing the GARCH-based SVM method, explained in Section

3.3.1, and forecast one numerical variable by means of the GARCH-based SVR method from

Section 3.3.2.

The first categorical variable we investigate is the stock return categorical variable used as

a sentiment label in the optimization and learning of the sentiment lexicons. The stock return

indicator variable, rk takes value 1 if the change in stock return of document dk is positive -

that is, if the stock price one quarter after the filing of the 10-K or 10-Q form of the respective

company is greater than the stock price at the time of the filing - and takes value 0 if the change

in stock return is negative. The second variable is the volatility indicator variable vk, which

similarly takes value 1 if the change in return volatility, over the filing period of the financial
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report, is positive, and 0 if the change is negative. Finally, the continuous variable considered is

the actual stock return volatility σ2
k one period after the filing of the document dk.

In the field of machine learning classification, the metrics needed to evaluate the forecasting

performance of a classification model are based on the confusion matrix. The confusion matrix

is a table that displays the performance of a classification model. As displayed in the matrix

below, each column of the matrix is an instance of the predicted class, the rows are instances of

the true class, and each cell represents the corresponding number of observations.

In the analysis of our classification models, we evaluate the performance based on the preci-

sion, recall, F1 and accuracy measures. Precision is the ratio of correctly class predictions over

the total number of predictions of that class. That is, for class 1, precision is calculated as,

Precision =
T P

T P+FP
.

Recall is measured as the number of predicted class 1, divided by the total number of observa-

tions of class 1:

Recall =
T P

T P+FN
.

The F1 statistic is estimated as a weighted average of the two metrics, precision and recall,

F1 = 2
Recall×Precision
Recall +Precision

.

The three measures, precision, recall and F1, are estimated for both class 1 and class 0. Finally,

the accuracy statistic is the ratio of correct predictions over the total number of predictions:

Accuracy =
T P+T N

T P+FP+T N +FN
.

The performance measures for the forecasting results of the stock returns categorical variable

are evaluated over the complete train and test dataset. In Table 6, we display the results for the
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support-vector machine methods integrated with our automatically constructed sentiment lex-

icons, Classification Fin-SentiLex and Regression Fin-SentiLex, and the benchmark lexicons,

Loughran and Vo and Zhang and a simple baseline. This baseline finds the majority class, 1 or

0, of the training data and strictly forecasts that class.

Precision Recall F1

Class = 1 Class = 0 Macro-Avg. Class = 1 Class = 0 Macro-Avg. Class = 1 Class = 0 Macro-Avg. Accuracy

Baseline 0.5090 - - 1 0 - 0.6697 - - 0.5090
Loughran & McDonald 0.4957 0.6582 0.5770 0.6182 0.5390 0.5786 0.5502 0.5927 0.5714 0.5725
Vo and Zhang 0.4469 0.6036 0.5252 0.5567 0.4948 0.5258 0.4958 0.5438 0.5198 0.5210
Classification Fin-SentiLex 0.4735 0.6316 0.5526 0.5816 0.5260 0.5538 0.5220 0.5740 0.5480 0.5495
Regression Fin-SentiLex 0.4541 0.5848 0.5195 0.2163 0.8094 0.5128 0.2930 0.6790 0.4860 0.5585

Table 6: Return indicator variable rk forecasting results (precision recall and F1 statistic). Training and forecast
evaluation performed using the complete train and test sample.

From Table 6, it is evident that there is a disparity in precision for class 1 (positive stock

returns) and class 0 (negative stock returns). This disparity, where precision is greater for class

0, is present in all four classification models. This implies that the lexicon integrated SVM

models have fewer false predictions for negative stock returns than for positive stock returns.

This result is in line with what was hypothesized by Loughran and McDonald (2011): that the

language of financial reports, such as 10-K and 10-Q forms, have a primarily negative effect on

a company’s future stock returns.

In contrast, we find that the recall statistic has the opposite imbalance for all SVMs apart for

the Regression lexicon integrated SVM. A higher recall for class 1 means that the percentage of

positive returns correctly classified by the lexicon based classification method is higher than the

percentage of negative returns. The Regression Fin-SentiLex method is the only SVM model

that correctly classifies a significant proportion of negative stock returns.

The F1 statistic is a weighted average of precision and recall. Therefore, it follows from

the disparities between the classes in the precision and recall measures, that, for the first three

lexicon integrated SVMs, there is parallelism between the F1 statistic of each class.

Analysing the model forecast accuracy in addition to the averages for precision, recall and

F1 statistic, it is evident that the Loughran and McDonald based SVM model outperforms the

other lexicon integrated SVM models in foreacsting the sign of a company’s future stock return.

Out of the SVM models employing automatically constructed lexicons (Vo and Zhang, Classi-

fication Fin-SentiLex and Regression Fin-SentiLex), our Regression Fin-SentiLex based model

outperforms the Vo and Zhang lexicon by almost 4% in terms of accuracy. However, consid-

ering the precision, recall and F1 measures, the Vo and Zhang based model has higher values
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for every measure. This is likely due to the large difference between the measures for class 1

and class 0 and the inability of the Regression Fin-SentiLex based model to accurately forecast

positive stock returns (class 1). The SVM model employing the Classification Fin-SentiLex

outperforms the Vo and Zhang lexicon in accuracy, precision, recall and F1 statistic. All models

perform better than the baseline model in terms of accuracy.

In addition to performing the analysis over the complete train and test datasets, we analyse

the forecasting performance of our lexicon integrated models over several subsamples of the

datasets. We do this in order to evaluate the learning ability and forecast performance of the

lexicon based SVM models with smaller datasets and as a robustness check to ascertain whether

the full-sample results displayed in Table 6 are consistent.

Subsample 1: Train 10,000, Test 2,000

Precision Recall F1

Class = 1 Class = 0 Macro-Avg. Class = 1 Class = 0 Macro-Avg. Class = 1 Class = 0 Macro-Avg. Accuracy

Baseline - 0.5000 - 0 1 - - 0.6667 - 0.5000
Loughran & McDonald 0.4357 0.5417 0.4887 0.6893 0.2915 0.4904 0.5339 0.3790 0.4895 0.4675
Vo & Zhang 0.5227 0.5970 0.5599 0.3898 0.7175 0.5537 0.4466 0.6517 0.5567 0.5725
Classification Fin-SentiLex 0.6154 0.6407 0.6281 0.4520 0.7758 0.6139 0.5212 0.7018 0.6209 0.6325
Regression Fin-SentiLex 0.5274 0.6063 0.5668 0.4350 0.6906 0.5628 0.4768 0.6457 0.5648 0.5775

Subsample 2: Train 20,000, Test 4,000

Precision Recall F1

Class = 1 Class = 0 Macro-Avg. Class = 1 Class = 0 Macro-Avg. Class = 1 Class = 0 Macro-Avg. Accuracy

Baseline 0.5010 - - 1 0 - 0.6676 - - 0.5010
Loughran & McDonald 0.5266 0.5990 0.5628 0.2553 0.8290 0.5421 0.3438 0.6955 0.5523 0.5848
Vo & Zhang 0.5251 0.6005 0.5628 0.2693 0.8185 0.5439 0.3560 0.6928 0.5532 0.5840
Classification Fin-SentiLex 0.5189 0.5977 0.5583 0.2576 0.8220 0.5398 0.3443 0.6921 0.5489 0.5814
Regression Fin-SentiLex 0.5190 0.5975 0.5583 0.2553 0.8237 0.5395 0.3422 0.6926 0.5487 0.5812

Subsample 3: Train 30,000, Test 6,000

Precision Recall F1

Class = 1 Class = 0 Macro-Avg. Class = 1 Class = 0 Macro-Avg. Class = 1 Class = 0 Macro-Avg. Accuracy

Baseline 0.4795 - - 1 0 - 0.6482 - - 0.4795
Loughran & McDonald 0.4795 0.6425 0.5610 0.6087 0.5156 0.5622 0.5365 0.5721 0.5616 0.5750
Vo & Zhang 0.4331 0.6087 0.5209 0.7766 0.2548 0.5157 0.5561 0.3592 0.5183 0.4755
Classification Fin-SentiLex 0.4833 0.6615 0.5724 0.6667 0.4775 0.5721 0.5604 0.5546 0.5722 0.5575
Regression Fin-SentiLex 0.4681 0.6374 0.5528 0.6336 0.4723 0.5529 0.5384 0.5426 0.5528 0.5405

Subsample 4: Train 50,000, Test 10,000

Precision Recall F1

Class = 1 Class = 0 Macro-Avg. Class = 1 Class = 0 Macro-Avg. Class = 1 Class = 0 Macro-Avg. Accuracy

Baseline - 0.49225 - 0 1 - - 0.6597 - 0.4923
Loughran & McDonald 0.5128 0.6763 0.5945 0.7836 0.3777 0.5807 0.6199 0.4847 0.5875 0.5958
Vo & Zhang 0.4801 0.5838 0.5320 0.6442 0.4172 0.5307 0.5502 0.4866 0.5313 0.5205
Classification Fin-SentiLex 0.5104 0.6592 0.5848 0.7567 0.3933 0.5750 0.6096 0.4927 0.5799 0.5588
Regression Fin-SentiLex 0.5817 0.6021 0.5919 0.3987 0.7604 0.5796 0.4731 0.6721 0.5857 0.5625

Table 7: Return indicator variable rk forecasting results (precision recall and F1 statistic). Training and forecast
evaluation performed using four different subsamples of the train and test datasets.

The full training dataset consists of 218,171 financial documents and the full test datasets is

made up of 59,884 documents. To carry out the robustness, we randomly select a subsample of

the training dataset, e.g., 10,000 financial documents, and evaluate the forecasting performance

over a subsample of the test dataset, e.g., 2,000 documents. For a specific subsample dimension
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(train 10,000 and test 2,000), we perform the forecast evaluation 20 times, each time randomly

selecting the subsample of train and test datasets from the complete dataset, and calculate the

mean of the precision, recall, F1 and accuracy measures. We conduct this procedure for four

different subsample dimensions: train 10,000 and test 2,000; train 20,000 and test 4,000; train

30,000 and test 6,000; train 50,000 and test 10,000. The averages of the forcast performance

measures for each subsample are displayed in Table 7.

Apart from the first subsample, the results from the robustness check seem to be generally in

line with those of the full sample forecast evaluation from Table 6. The same inequality in class

1 and class 2 precision remains present in every subsample. Our Classification and Regression

Fin-SentiLex integrated SVMs outperform, on average, the Vo and Zhang benchmark SVM

model for subsamples 1, 3 and 4. However, the difference in forecasting performance of the four

models in subsample 2 is negligible, with all four models having almost identical accuracies,

precision, recall and F1 statistic. The Loughran and McDonald based SVM generally performs

best in terms of accuracy. However, in subsample 1, the accuracy measure of the Loughran

and McDonald based SVM is the lowest out of all models, including the majority baseline.

This could be explained by the fact that the Loughran and McDonald sentiment lexicon was

not automatically constructed over our dataset of 10-K and 10-Q forms, but manually built

considering a different dataset of 10-Ks and 10-Qs. Therefore, a small subsample of 10,000

financial forms could have a lower frequency of sentiment carrying words from the Loughran

and McDonald lexicon, leading to inaccurate forecasts. For subsample 1, the Classification

lexicon based SVM clearly outperforms the rest, with regard to all forecast evaluation measures.

Precision Recall F1

Class = 1 Class = 0 Macro-Avg. Class = 1 Class = 0 Macro-Avg. Class = 1 Class = 0 Macro-Avg. Accuracy

Baseline - 0.5050 - 0 1 - - 0.6711 - 0.5050
SVM Baseline 0.5892 0.4234 0.5063 0.4870 0.5259 1.0129 0.5332 0.4691 0.5012 0.5063
Loughran & McDonald 0.5667 0.5753 0.5710 0.5736 0.5685 0.5710 0.5701 0.5719 0.5710 0.5710
Vo & Zhang 0.5027 0.5244 0.5135 0.7641 0.2560 0.5100 0.6064 0.3440 0.4752 0.5080
Classification Fin-SentiLex 0.5331 0.5776 0.5553 0.7147 0.3839 0.5493 0.6107 0.4613 0.5360 0.5480
Regression Fin-SentiLex 0.5500 0.6064 0.5782 0.7258 0.4157 0.5707 0.6258 0.4932 0.5595 0.5695

Table 8: Volatility indicator variable vk forecasting results (precision recall and F1 statistic). Training and forecast
evaluation performed using the complete train and test sample.

Next, we examine the sentiment lexicon integrated SVM models’ forecasts of the categorical

variable for the change in stock return volatility: class 1 represents an increase in stock return

volatility, while class 0 represents a decrease. We present the forecast results for the full train

and test dataset in Table 8 below. In addition to the simple majority baseline, we include the

SVM baseline that forecasts without the integration of a lexicon. That is, the SVM baseline
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takes only the past volatility and shock terms as input features without the document sentiment

feature.

Firstly, we note, from Table 8, that the precision statistics comparable across the two classes

for all lexicon integrated SVMs. However, considering the recall statistic, there is a clear ten-

dency towards class 1 for all SVMs based on automatically constructed lexicons. This implies

that these SVMs more accurately forecast increases in stock return volatility than decreases.

Since we remove words with a ‘neutral’ score (score close to zero) from our lexicons, this re-

sult is expected. In removing neutral words, the lexicons are left with either highly negative or

highly positive words. Words with high sentiment scores appear more frequently in documents

that similarly carry significant sentiment, either negative or positive, that is likely to induce an

increase in stock return volatility.

Observing the accuracy statistic, the Loughran and McDonald integrated SVM has the high-

est accuracy at 0.5710, only just higher than the Regression SVM with 0.5695. These two SVMs

outperform the rest of the SVMs in precision, recall and F1. All lexicon based SVMs outper-

form the SVM baseline and the majority baseline, implying that the integration of the sentiment

lexicon in the SVM models improves its accuracy. We further investigate the forecasting per-

formance of the SVM models by conducting the same subsample robustness check.

The results of the robustness check are displayed in Table 9. A notable difference in the

forecast evaluation measures in Table 9, is that for the first two subsamples the recall statistic

has the opposite tendency than for the full-sample measure in Table 8. This difference in results

could be explained by the small sample sizes. With a small sample, there is a higher chance of

having an uneven class distribution; that is, if there is a greater number of financial documents

preceding a decrease in stock return volatility (class 0) than an increase in the volatility (class

1), the SVM could be biased towards forecasting the more frequent class. This is supported by

the fact that, for subsample 3 and subsample 4, the tendency of the recall statistic reverts back

to class 1.
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Subsample 1: Train 10,000, Test 2,000

Precision Recall F1

Class = 1 Class = 0 Macro-Avg. Class = 1 Class = 0 Macro-Avg. Class = 1 Class = 0 Macro-Avg. Accuracy

Baseline - 0.4962 - 0 1 - - 0.6632 - 0.4962
SVM Baseline 0.5372 0.5090 0.5231 0.3218 0.7172 1.0390 0.4025 0.5954 0.4989 0.5175
Loughran & McDonald 0.7064 0.5724 0.6394 0.3831 0.8384 0.6107 0.4968 0.6803 0.6247 0.6090
Vo & Zhang 0.5584 0.5077 0.5331 0.2129 0.8283 0.5206 0.3082 0.6296 0.5268 0.5175
Classification Fin-SentiLex 0.5889 0.5195 0.5542 0.2637 0.8122 0.5379 0.3643 0.6337 0.5459 0.5352
Regression Fin-SentiLex 0.6923 0.5608 0.6266 0.3564 0.8384 0.5974 0.4706 0.6721 0.6116 0.5950

Subsample 2: Train 20,000, Test 4,000

Precision Recall F1

Class = 1 Class = 0 Macro-Avg. Class = 1 Class = 0 Macro-Avg. Class = 1 Class = 0 Macro-Avg. Accuracy

Baseline 0.4950 - - 1 0 - 0.6622 - - 0.4950
SVM Baseline 0.5093 0.5232 0.5163 0.3906 0.6399 1.0305 0.4421 0.5757 0.5089 0.5180
Loughran & McDonald 0.6435 0.5827 0.6131 0.4172 0.7789 0.5980 0.5062 0.6667 0.6055 0.6020
Vo & Zhang 0.5764 0.5370 0.5567 0.2699 0.8102 0.5401 0.3677 0.6459 0.5482 0.5460
Classification Fin-SentiLex 0.5990 0.5380 0.5685 0.2413 0.8454 0.5434 0.3440 0.6575 0.5556 0.5500
Regression Fin-SentiLex 0.6471 0.5809 0.6140 0.4057 0.7882 0.5970 0.4987 0.6689 0.6054 0.6012

Subsample 3: Train 30,000, Test 6,000

Precision Recall F1

Class = 1 Class = 0 Macro-Avg. Class = 1 Class = 0 Macro-Avg. Class = 1 Class = 0 Macro-Avg. Accuracy

Baseline 0.4998 - - 1 0 - 0.6665 - - 0.4998
SVM Baseline 0.4794 0.4917 0.4856 0.4103 0.5615 0.9718 0.4422 0.5243 0.4832 0.4865
Loughran & McDonald 0.5991 0.6821 0.6406 0.7651 0.4960 0.6306 0.6720 0.5744 0.6355 0.6295
Vo & Zhang 0.5144 0.5849 0.5497 0.8448 0.2153 0.5300 0.6395 0.3147 0.5397 0.5275
Classification Fin-SentiLex 0.5392 0.6351 0.5872 0.8175 0.3125 0.5650 0.6498 0.4189 0.5759 0.5630
Regression Fin-SentiLex 0.5709 0.5771 0.5740 0.5685 0.5794 0.5740 0.5697 0.5782 0.5740 0.5740

Subsample 4: Train 50,000, Test 10,000

Precision Recall F1

Class = 1 Class = 0 Macro-Avg. Class = 1 Class = 0 Macro-Avg. Class = 1 Class = 0 Macro-Avg. Accuracy

Baseline 0.5012 - - 1 0 - 0.6677 - - 0.5012
SVM Baseline 0.5613 0.4784 0.5198 0.4752 0.5644 1.0396 0.5147 0.5178 0.5162 0.5163
Loughran & McDonald 0.6371 0.6350 0.6360 0.7581 0.4935 0.6258 0.6923 0.5554 0.6309 0.6363
Vo & Zhang 0.5616 0.5214 0.5415 0.7669 0.2978 0.5324 0.6484 0.3791 0.5369 0.5510
Classification Fin-SentiLex 0.5927 0.5740 0.5834 0.7493 0.3962 0.5728 0.6619 0.4688 0.5780 0.5868
Regression Fin-SentiLex 0.6374 0.5470 0.5922 0.5553 0.6295 0.5924 0.5936 0.5854 0.5923 0.5895

Table 9: Volatility indicator variable vk forecasting results (precision recall and F1 statistic). Training and forecast
evaluation performed using four different subsamples of the train and test datasets.

The forecasting performance, in terms of accuracy of the model, is relatively consistent

throughout the subsamples. As in the results for the complete train and test dataset, the Loughran

and McDonald lexicon based SVM is the model that forecasts the stock return volatility cate-

gorical variable with highest accuracy. However, the performance of the SVM based on the

Regression Fin-SentiLex is comparable, with a difference of 1% or less in accuracy for sub-

sample 1 and 2, as well as for the full dataset. In all of the subsamples the two baselines, the

majority and SVM baselines, have the lowest accuracy. This once again shows the implemen-

tation of the sentiment lexicon increases the accuracy of the forecast of the volatility indicator

variable.

Finally, we forecast the numerical variable, stock return volatility, by means of lexicon inte-

grated Support Vector Regression models (SVRs). Since stock retrun volatility is a continuous

variable, we evaluate the forecasts by means of root mean square error (RMSE). We present
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the RMSE values for the full train and test dataset forecasts, as well as the robustness check

subsample results, in Table 10. As done before, we include the SVR baseline that takes only

the past volatility and shock terms as input features and doesn’t include the document sentiment

feature.

RMSE

Subsample 1 Subsample 2 Subsample 3 Subsample 4 Full Sample

SVR Baseline 0.2619 0.2114 0.2047 0.1994 0.2201
Loughran & McDonald 0.2501 0.1952 0.1926 0.1910 0.2149
Vo & Zhang 0.2594 0.2059 0.2019 0.1992 0.2121
Classification Fin-SentiLex 0.2516 0.1966 0.1930 0.1927 0.2090
Regression Fin-SentiLex 0.2510 0.1944 0.1902 0.1878 0.2081

Table 10: Volatility σ2
k forecasting results (RMSE). Training and forecast evaluation performed using the complete

train and test sample as well as four different subsamples.

The mean RMSEs for subsample 1 show that a subsample of only 10,000 training obser-

vations does not have enough labels to correctly learn and forecast the stock return volatility.

The significantly lower RMSEs for the other subsamples and the full sample further supports

this. Furthermore, the fact that the mean RMSEs of subsamples 2, 3 and 4 are lower than the

RMSEs of the full sample implies that learning over such an extensive training dataset might be

detrimental to the forecasting performance. All lexicon integrated SVR models outperform the

SVR baseline, which suggests that the inclusion of a sentiment lexicon based feature enhances

the forecast of the stock return volatility. The Regression Fin-SentiLex integrated SVR has

the comparatively best stock return volatility forecasting performance, with the lowest average

RMSE in subsample 2, 3 and 4. Additionally, the Regression Fin-SentiLex based SVR has the

best forecasting performance for the complete train and test dataset. This is likely due to the fact

that the model was trained based on a regression neural network, therefore having continuous

variables as labels to train the lexicon instead of categorical variables. This allows for a more

accurate sentiment lexicon learning.

However, we note that the RMSE values are high, considering that stock return volatility

has a mean of 0.11 with a standard deviation of 0.82 (Table 2). Furthermore, the accuracy of

our SVM models, on average between 0.55 and 0.60, are quite low. We hypothesize that this

is due to the structure of the dataset used to perform our analysis. Specifically, we theorize

that the length of the 10-K and 10-Q forms utilized to learn the sentiment lexicons has severely

influence the optimization performance of the model. In general, automatic sentiment lexicon

construction is conducted on short texts (Vo and Zhang, 2016; Li and Shah, 2017; Tang et al.,
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2014b), such as tweets or titles of news articles. This is done to optimize the learning of the

lexicon by having a small number of significant words classified by a sentiment label. In our

case, each 10-K or 10-Q has one label: in the case of the classification neural network based

lexicon the label is [1,0] when the change in respective stock price is positive and [0,1] if

negative; in the case of the regression neural network based lexicon, the label is the respective

stock return. Therefore, we employ one label for a financial text with, on average, 30,000 words.

This lack of sentiment signal in the optimization and training process of the neural networks

significantly complicates the learning of the sentiment lexicons, and can, to a certain extent,

explain the low accuracy values and the slight outperformance of the Loughran and McDonald

manually constructed sentiment lexicon.

Nevertheless, by comparatively analysing the results it is evident that our two automatically

constructed sentiment lexicons, the classification and regression neural network based lexicons,

are not able to outperform the Loughran and McDonald manually constructed lexicon for the

classification of the two categorical variables by means of machine learning techniques. The

forecasting accuracy, of the SVMs based on our lexicons, is higher than that of the SVM based

on the Vo and Zhang automatically constructed lexicon for both categorical variables. In addi-

ton, the forecasting of the continuous variable of the Regression Fin-SentiLex integrated SVR

provides smaller RMSEs than any other lexicon integrated SVR.

8 Conclusion

In this paper, we investigate the sentiment of an extensive financial corpora of 10-K and 10-Q

reports. We develop two methods to automatically construct a finance-specific sentiment lex-

icon based on the financial reports. The first is a classification feed-forward neural network

framework utilizing an indicator for change in a company’s stock returns as sentiment label for

the corresponding company’s 10-K or 10-Q. While the second is regression feed-forward neu-

ral network framework that employs the actual change in a company’s stock return as sentiment

label. In addition to constructing the sentiment lexicons, machine learning techniques are uti-

lized to evaluate the performance of the lexicons. We construct GARCH-based SVM and SVR

models, integrated with our sentiment lexicons, to forecast stock return volatility and classify

trend variables for change in stock returns and change in stock return volatility.

The results of our forecast evaluation show that our automatically constructed sentiment
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lexicons are not able to outperform Loughran and McDonald’s manually constructed sentiment

lexicon in either classifying the change in stock returns or the change in stock return volatility.

The robustness check shows that the Loughran and McDonald lexicon integrated SVM models

have a higher accuracy in classification for almost all subsamples. Nevertheless, our two lex-

icons perform better than Vo and Zhang’s automatically constructed lexicon and the baseline.

In addition, the Regression Fin-SentiLex integrated SVR model forecasts stock return volatility

more accurately than all lexicons, including Loughran and McDonald’s manually constructed

lexicon.

However, the margin of outperformance in RMSEs and classification accuracy is small, and

the performance of all SVM and SVR models is unsatisfactory with accuracy values generally

at 60% or lower and relatively high RMSE values. This underlines a significant limitation in

our study. This low accuracy is likely to be due to the structure of the financial corpora that we

base our research on. Our dataset is comprised of 10-K and 10-Q forms, which, on average,

consisting of 30,000 words. Since each document has exactly one sentiment label, based on

stock return, the sentiment signal each word is subject to, in the training of the lexicon, can be

considered imprecise. This could significantly hinder the optimization process and therefore

lead to inaccurate sentiment lexicons. Furthermore, the general inaccuracy of the SVM and

SVR models could be further explained by the size of the dataset, since the performance on the

smaller subsamples is comparable to the full sample, or occasionally better.

Further research on sentiment analysis of 10-K and 10-Q forms is therefore needed. An in-

teresting avenue of research could entail employing the regression neural network formulation

to learn a sentiment lexicon based on shorter texts, such as stocktweets or news headlines, and

apply the learned lexicon on 10-K and 10-Q reports. However, this might prove challenging as

the language used in tweets and titles might not be transferable to regulated financial reports.

Additionally, the filtering of the 10-K and 10-Q forms could be improved upon. Since the forms

consist of 30,000 words, a method for a comprehensive filtering of financial forms could be de-

veloped, with the aim of increasing the impact of the sentiment labels on specific words. This

could be done by focusing on specific Items of the 10-K and 10-Q forms that are expected to

significant textual information (Item 1A, Item 7 and Item 7A). Alternatively, a method for fil-

tering out the neutral words from the learned sentiment lexicon could enhance the accuracy of

the lexicon and therefore any lexicon integrated models. One could develope a machine learn-

ing technique to filter a sentiment lexicon after the learning process. That is, more accurately
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removing neutral words from the lexicon and therefore adding importance to the remaining sen-

timent carrying words. Hence, while this research has its limitations, the automatic construction

of sentiment lexicons based on 10-K and 10-Q reports should be investigated further.
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